Business Integrity (BI)
Know Your Customer

Supporting Responsible Projects
Business Integrity (BI) Know Your Customer (KYC) Introduction

• The OPEC Fund works in more than 100 countries around the world, with a diverse range of development business partners: from multinationals to local companies, and from government institutions, international development agencies to small NGOs (cumulatively referred to as ‘Business Partners’).

• The OPEC Fund conducts risk based Business Integrity (“BI”) Know Your Customer (“KYC”) Due Diligence (“DD”) on its business partners that is aligned with leading Multilateral Development Bank sector practices and commercial sector principles (i.e. Financial Action Task Force, The Wolfsberg Group)

• OPEC Fund has committed itself to fully complying with ethical requirements in the pursuit of its development goals and activities. BI KYC DD is important to ensure that the OPEC Fund works with reputable business partners so that projects are successful and related development objectives are met.
BI KYC Scope

**BI Topic Scope**

In order to conduct due diligence in a systemic matter, BI KYC Due Diligence is conducted holistically to cover a broad array of Business Integrity risks.

**BI Business Partner Scope**

BI KYC DD completed on all entities materially involved in development projects. Depending on the associated BI risk, the screening scope may extend to different tiers as outlined below.
BI KYC Methodology

BI KYC Procedure

OPEC Fund applies a risk-based approach to manage Business Integrity risks throughout the Business Partner/project life cycle.

**IDENTIFY**
Identify BI risks related to a business partners, projects & stakeholders involved, utilizing OPEC Funds KYC tools & experts.

**EVALUATE**
Evaluate BI risks and related controls to manage them, including review by an independent Compliance Function and external experts if warranted.

**TREAT**
Treat BI risks to the extent feasible, including application of additional controls, or new contractual conditions.

**MONITOR**
Monitor BI risks throughout the project lifecycle, complete BI KYC updates as required.

Types of Due Diligence Conducted

OPEC Fund provides comprehensive screening, depending on the circumstance the following type of Due Diligence are conducted:

- General Risk Review
- Ownership Structure
- Procurement Controls
- Enhanced Due Diligence
BI KYC Business Partner Responsibilities

Upon request, Business Partners are to complete BI KYC due diligence conscientiously, comprehensively and provide information in a timely manner.

Business Partners are expected to proactively communicate to the OPEC Fund any changes in circumstance that may subject the OPEC Fund to new Business Integrity risks, including but not limited to:
- change in ownership structure,
- new regulatory fines or investigations,
- instance or allegations of fraud or corruption,
- changes in the internal BI Compliance control environment.

Business Partners are to adhere to any general and specific BI related contractual terms and conditions, restrictions or obligations applied to them.
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